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ABOUT
SYMBIOSIS
LAW SCHOOL
NAGPUR
Symbiosis Law School (SLS) Nagpur, inspired by Dr. S.B. Mujumdar's visionary principles and

the Vedic ideal of 'Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam' (the world as one family), offers innovative legal

education. As part of Symbiosis International University in Pune, its strategic location in

Maharashtra's educational hub provides numerous opportunities for aspiring lawyers. SLS

Nagpur is dedicated to nurturing legal excellence and aims to become a premier destination

for legal education in central India.

The institution offers integrated five-year law programs - Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of

Laws (B.A. LL.B) and Bachelor of Business Administration and Bachelor of Laws (B.B.A. LL.B).

Additionally, a one-year Master of Law (LL.M) program with specializations in Business and

Corporate Law and Criminal and Security Law caters to diverse legal career goals. SLS

Nagpur's curriculum is enriched by a dedicated faculty, research culture, internationalization,

centers of excellence, training, and moot courts, benefiting from insights of judges, legal

luminaries, and industry experts.

SLS Nagpur promotes holistic legal education, extending learning beyond the classroom with

field visits, workshops, and collaborations. The institution encourages students' participation

in national and international competitions and remains committed to pro-bono activities,

including community lawyering, legal aid camps, and permanent legal aid clinics. SLS Nagpur

aims to produce lawyers equipped to meet evolving legal demands while serving the

community through the Bar and Bench.
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ABOUT
NATIONAL
HUMAN
RIGHTS
COMMISSION
The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) of India is an independent body of

the Indian government with the responsibility of advancing and protecting human

rights. It is a statutory body recognised in the Indian Constitution that was founded in

1993 in accordance with the "Protection of Human Rights Act", which was amended in

the year 2006 and further amended in the year 2019. The Paris Principles of Human

Rights, adopted in 1991 for the promotion and preservation of human rights and

supported by the United Nations at its General Assembly in 1993, served as the

foundation for the creation of the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC). The

act extends to the whole of India and was passed in conformity with the Paris principles

adopted for the promotion and protection of human rights, which were endorsed by the

General Assembly of the United Nations on December 20, 1993. Human rights, as

defined in Section 2 of the said act, means the rights relating to life, liberty, equality, and

dignity of the individual guaranteed by the Constitution or embodied in the

International Covenants and enforceable by courts in India. In addition to investigating

complaints of human rights violations or negligence in the prevention of such violations

by public employees, the Commission also studies human rights treaties and

international instruments and makes recommendations to the government for their

effective implementation.
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FROM THE
DIRECTOR'S 
DESK

DR. SUKHVINDER SINGH DARI

DIRECTOR, SLS, NAGPUR
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With great pride, the Moot Court Association of Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur, is delighted to announce its upcoming National Moot

Court Competition - 2024 in collaboration with the National Human Rights Commission of India.

Dear Esteemed Participants, Legal Scholars, and Honorable Guests,

It is an immense pleasure and privilege for me to welcome you to this prestigious event – the National Moot Court Competition. This

collaboration between Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur, and the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) marks a significant

milestone in our journey towards promoting excellence in legal education and advancing the cause of human rights.

Our commitment to academic excellence, coupled with a steadfast dedication to the principles of justice and human rights, has been

the guiding force behind our endeavors. We firmly believe that this competition not only serves as a platform for legal scholars to

exhibit their knowledge and advocacy skills but also as an embodiment of our collective aspiration for a just and equitable society.

The association with NHRC, the body entrusted with safeguarding human rights in our country, adds a profound depth to this event. It

reinforces the importance of human rights in the legal domain and underscores the role that law and legal professionals play in

upholding these fundamental values. The success of this competition will not be solely measured by the awards and accolades it

bestows but by the lasting impact it leaves on the participants and the legal community at large.

As we look forward to this forthcoming event, I extend my best wishes to all the participants, faculty, and staff of Symbiosis Law School,

Nagpur, as well as the esteemed members of the NHRC who have played a pivotal role in structuring this event.

I am eager to witness the profound contributions and spirited discussions that will shape the legal discourse and advance the cause of

human rights in our great nation. Your involvement in this noble endeavor is truly commendable, and I am confident that the National

Moot Court Competition will be an outstanding success.

Warm Regards,

Dr. Sukhvinder Singh Dari

Director

Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur



ABOUT 
MOOT COURT
ASSOCIATION
Moot Court, the cornerstone of legal education, serves as the testing ground where theory

meets real-world practice. It’s the arena where aspiring lawyers hone their skills and gain

practical insights into the complexities of the legal world. The Moot Court Association of

Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur, wholeheartedly embrace this spirit of mooting, recognizing

its vital role in shaping the future of legal professionals.                  

We take immense pride in our thriving mooting traditions, which has led to the successful

execution of several National Moot Court Competitions. Since it's inception, The MCA has

organized variou competitions on institute and national level, each a testament to our

commitment to experiential learning and legal excellence. Notable among these is the 1st

CCI SLS Nagpur National Moot Court Competition 2023 on Anti-Trust laws, conducted in

collaboration with the Competition Commission of India, and the National Moot Court

Competition 2021, organised in partnership with the Maharashtra State Bio-Diversity Board.

These competitions have provided a platform for students from across the nation to converge

and showcase their legal process.  

The Moot Court Association is committed to continuing its tradition of organizing such

enriching and impactful events in the future. We remain dedicated to providing students

with a platform to develop their legal skills, fostering a culture of excellence in legal

education. As we move forward, we look forward to more exciting competitions,

collaborations, and opportunities to contribute to the legal community. The journey has just

begun, and the path ahead is illuminated with the promise of even greater achievements and

experiences.
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About 
The Competition
Human Rights and Constitutional Law are not just legal disciplines but the foundations upon
which a just and egalitarian society is built. Within constitutional provisions and
international human rights instruments lies a framework that upholds every individual's
intrinsic dignity, freedom, and equality. These principles provide the moral and legal
compass for societies as they evolve, guiding the interpretation and application of laws to
safeguard fundamental rights and ensure social justice.

The National Moot Court Competition on Human Rights and Constitutional Law stands as a
beacon in the legal landscape, serving as a platform for passionate legal enthusiasts to
delve into the intricate and pressing issues pertaining to human rights and constitutional
law. It is an arena where participants are encouraged and inspired to critically analyze
contemporary legal challenges, nurturing a deeper understanding of the principles
underpinning human rights and promoting widespread awareness of constitutional norms.

Through this competition, Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur, aims to cultivate a generation of
legal professionals and scholars equipped with meticulous legal research, critical analysis,
persuasive writing, and eloquent oral advocacy skills. These skills transcend the boundaries
of the traditional academic curriculum, providing practical knowledge that is
indispensable in the real world of legal practice.

In essence, this competition is not just a contest; it's a journey of enlightenment, a platform
for honing skills, and a celebration of the enduring values of human rights and constitutional
law. It's an opportunity for the legal community to unite, share their passion for justice, and
contribute to a world where these fundamental principles are upheld and cherished. The
competition spans from February 9 to 11, 2024, with various rounds, culminating in the final
and valedictory ceremony. It's a journey of enlightenment and legal skill development,
offering a chance for the legal community to come together, celebrate justice, and
contribute to a world where human rights and constitutional principles are upheld and
cherished.
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IMPORTANT
DATES

NOVEMBER 10,
2023

Release of Moot Proposition
Provisional Registration Starts 1

JANUARY 4,
2024

JANUARY 17,
2024

Last Date for
Provisional Registration

Result of Memorial
Rounds

Inauguration
Researchers’ Test
Draw of lots

Last Date to Seek
Clarifications 3

5

7

2

Last Date for
Memorial Submission4JANUARY 15,

Last Date of Final
Registration6

Preliminary Round 1
Preliminary Round 2
Quarter Finals

8FEBRUARY 10,
2024

9
Semi-Final Rounds
The Final Round
Valedictory Ceremony

FEBRUARY 11,
2024

FEBRUARY 9,
2024

JANUARY 25,

JANUARY 5,
2024

2024

2024
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PRIZES

Rs. 40000

Winners

Rs. 30000

Runners Up

Rs. 10000

Best Memorial 
(Applicant)

Rs. 10000

Best Memorial 
(Respondent)

Rs. 10000

Best Orator
(Male)

Rs. 10000

Best Orator
(Female)

Rs. 10000

Best 
Researcher
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In addition to the prizes mentioned above the Best Orator - Male , Best
Orator - Female and Best Researcher will be awarded one year access
to EBC Learning worth Rs. 14,500 each
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REGISTRATION
PROVISIONAL REGISTRATION

Universities interested in reserving a slot for their team can provisionally register their

university with the Organizer through the given online form : 

https://forms.gle/FCsJYoXZJLxbCYJu7

Provisional Registration can be done till January 4, 2024.

TEAM REGISTRATION OF UNIVERSITIES
After the Memorial Evaluation Rounds, all the qualifying teams are required to complete the

final registration for the NHRC-SLS Nagpur National Moot Court Competition - 2024 on or

before 25th January 2024 via the online registration form:

https://forms.gle/vNDJX4y6Bfd53xWi8

Teams qualifying the Memorial Rounds have to pay a registration fee of INR 5000/- for final

registration via online bank transfer, the details of which shall be intimated to the

registering universities post provisional registration. The online bank transfer receipt must

be attached to the Registration form.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Successfully registered teams will be allotted team codes through their respective emails.

Apart from the Team Code, teams are requested not to display or add the names or logos of

their Institution anywhere in any communication(s) addressed to the Organizers, or in

memorials/material submitted for the Competition. Non-compliance with rules shall result

in a penalty.
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YASH GARG
STUDENT CONVENER
PHONE NO. - 9193626255

VEDIKA RANGA
STUDENT CONVENER
PHONE NO. - 9892901234

SHOUVIK DUTTA
STUDENT CO-CONVENER

PHONE NO. -  9711925935

KUMAR YUVRAJ
STUDENT CO-CONVENER

PHONE NO. - 8002459042

For Queries
mca@slsnagpur.edu.in
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DR. SUKHVINDER SINGH DARI
CONVENER

DR. ADITEE GODBOLE
CO-CONVENER
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MOOT PROPOSITION

6.Zendia will be electing its new government with the next general election
scheduled early in 2024. Mr. X is a respected person from Samrudh Pradesh, the
largest state of Zendia. He is believed to be a staunch reformist and has always
advocated the need and importance of human rights. 

1.Zendia is a quasi-federal democracy in South Asia. It is home to almost 15% of the
world’s population with people belonging to diverse religions, cultures, and
languages residing together. It is one of the fastest-growing economies and in fact
one of the growth engines in the world economy at this point. The country holds a
reputable position in the global arena and has intervened in bringing the
conflicting States to the talking table.

2.The Zendian Constitution is the supreme law of the land and lays down the
detailed framework defining fundamental political principles, establishes the
structure, procedures, powers, and duties of government institutions, and sets out
fundamental rights, directive principles of state policy, and the duties of citizens.

3.Zendia's Constitution establishes a single, unified legal system. Zendian courts
are arranged in a pyramidal fashion, with the Supreme Court at the top, the High
Courts in the middle, and district and subordinate courts at the base. The higher
courts directly oversee the operations of the lower courts. The rate of disposal of
cases is getting better but still, 50 million cases are pending in all the courts in
Zendia.

4.The crime rate in Zendia is very high. The state witnessed an overall 20% rise in
criminal cases in the year 2022. The cases against the women and children rose
alarmingly with the rate of 35%. With the increasing crime rate, the conviction rate
is decreasing year by year. The conviction rate in the year 2022 came down to
51% in comparison to 57% in the year 2021.

5.Prisons, as penal and correctional institutions, have existed in Zendia and abroad
since time immemorial. Prisons incarcerate criminals, convicts, and under-trials. The
primary purpose of prisons is to isolate or alienate such people from society. The
prison population of Zendia is nearly one million with 75% of them being under-
trials. Prisoners are also guaranteed certain rights and it is provided that every
prisoner should be treated as a person. Therefore, the prisoners are provided with
all the basic needs and are well taken care of. However, with the increased crime
rate the prisons also got a bit overcrowded.
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He is a probable candidate to contest the upcoming general elections with his
boards and posters erected all over his constituency.

7. In a meeting with his supporters in the month of October, 2023, Mr. X mentioned
that he has always stood for the rights of the people and will continue striving for
them. He stated that the dignity and freedom of individuals had always been his
priority as he has also been subjected to confinement during his initial struggle
while raising voice for the people’s rights.

8. After a month Mr. X approached the Supreme Court of Zendia through a
petition challenging a provision in the election law that imposes a blanket ban on
under-trials, persons confined in civil prisons, and convicts serving their sentence in
jails from casting their vote. He petitioned that the under-trials must be allowed to
cast their vote.

9. In another state of Zendia, Zikaland, Mr. Y was a notorious man. He eloped with
a girl staying in his locality and solemnized the marriage as per the customary
rites of both parties. His family members were not very happy about it. After a
month when he came back to his home with his wife, his uncle raised objection to
his marriage. The next day his uncle was found dead and Mr. Y was arrested for
his murder.

10. The trial court found him guilty and he was sentenced to death. The punishment
was confirmed by the High Court of Zikaland. In appeal, the Supreme Court of
Zendia upheld his conviction.

11. Mr. Y’s wife, Ms. Aby filed a petition in the Supreme Court of Zendia for the
conjugal visitation rights to her incarcerated husband. She petitioned for the
command to the Jail authorities to allow them to stay together and resume their
conjugal life for the sake of progeny. 

12. Zendia People’s Forum (ZPF) is an organization which is renowned for its work
in the field of social welfare and health particularly towards the prevention and
control of AIDS. An estimated 2 million people are tested HIV+ in Zendia. ZPF not
only arranges the medication for people who have been tested HIV+ but also
carries awareness drives in various parts of the country for educating people
about the disease.

13. The leading daily newspaper of Zendia published an article concerning the
rising cases of HIV+ prisoners in Zendia. The report mentioned that in three
different prisons, 120 prisoners were tested HIV+. 
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The report also alarmed that the numbers can be much higher if the tests are
conducted across prisons in Zendia.

14. Startled by the news, ZPF filed a petition in the Supreme Court of Zendia
seeking an HIV test for all the prisoners in Zendia. They petitioned that the test
would help the government identify all the prison inmates infected by it and treat
them accordingly. They also petitioned that separate arrangements must be made
for the prisoners who are tested HIV+.

15. The Supreme Court of Zendia merged all the three petitions related to prisoners’
rights and posted them for hearing on the same day.

The laws of Zendia are pari-materia to the Laws of India, including the
judgments delivered by the Supreme Court of India and the various High Courts
of India.
Zendia is also a signatory to all the conventions and treaties which India is
signatory to.
The participants are expected to bring to the court’s attention to the relevant
jurisprudence. It may include judgments and International instruments.

NOTE:
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NOTIFICATION 

WHEREAS, Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur,
constituent of the Symbiosis International
(Deemed University) Pune, has announced the
National Moot Court Competition, 2024, to be held
in collaboration with the National Human Rights
Commission, India, from 9th February  to 11th
February, 2024 to enable law students from all
across India to participate and showcase their
majesty over law and legal principles in a moot
court competition;

THEREFORE, the Moot Court Association of
Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur, hereby makes the
following rules, namely: -

Page - 2
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CHAPTER 1: DEFINITIONS 

Short Title and Commencement: These rules may be called ‘NMCC

Rules, 2024’. They shall come into force from the date of

publication on the official website of Symbiosis Law School,

Nagpur, www.slsnagpur.edu.in. The rules are reviewed annually

and are subject to change. Reliance should be placed only on

‘NMCC Rules, 2024’ and not on any previously applicable rules.

‘Appellant’ shall include Appellant, Plaintiff, Petitioner,

Complainant, Prosecution, Informant, etc. 

‘Bench’ refers to the members duly invited by the institute to

adjudge any of the rounds collectively.

‘Clarifications’ means an explanation published by the institute on

the moot problem at any point of time of the competition or a

query posed by any competing team within the given deadline.

‘Compendium’ means a compilation or collection of legal or other

authorities that a participating team seeks to rely upon during the

round of oral pleadings. 

‘Competition’ means the ‘NHRC-SLS NAGPUR, National Moot Court

Competition, 2024’.

‘Governing Council’ means the student-faculty-staff body

appointed for the administration and smooth conduct of the

competition, including all other members conferred with powers

on ad-hoc basis by the ‘Ex-officio Chairperson’ or ‘Faculty In-

charge’ of the Moot Court Association of Symbiosis Law School,

Nagpur.

‘Institution’ means and includes ‘Symbiosis Law School, Nagpur’, a

constituent of Symbiosis International (Deemed University) Pune.

‘Memorial Round’ refers to the assessment of memorials,

submitted by teams, on the predefined criterion, hereinafter

mentioned in these rules.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Page - 3
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11.‘Oral Round’ refers to the oral pleadings made by the teams

before the bench during any of the rounds of assessment, including

time given for rebuttal.

10.‘Moot Proble m’ means a set of facts published by the institution

for competition.

12. ‘Researchers’ Test’ refers to the test in the form of MCQs taken to

determine the Best Researcher in the competition.

13. ‘Team Code’ means a unique code assigned by the institution to

the applied and registered team.

14. ‘Team’ means and includes only bona fide representatives of any

University, may that be State or Central or any other department

recognized/authorized by the Bar Council of India to impart law

degrees, and who have applied and registered for the competition

by complying with the procedure prescribed in these present rules.

In these rules, unless otherwise stated, a reference to a rule is a

reference to that rule in ‘NMCC Rules, 2024’.

Interpretation:

The Governing Council reserves the right to interpret the rules as it

deems fit in order to ensure fairness and equality in the

competition. Any such interpretation shall be conclusive and the

decision of the Governing Council for the application of the rules

shall be final and binding.

The Governing Council may also amend, modify, change or repeal

any rule from ‘NMCC Rules, 2024’; the same shall be communicated

to the teams in due time. In case of any conflict, the decision of the

Governing Council shall be final and binding.
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CHAPTER 2: 
ELIGIBILITY & REGISTRATION 
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 1. Eligibility:
 

a.Students duly enrolled and pursuing full time 5 years or 3 years
undergraduate law course may apply to participate in this
‘competition’.

b.Students enrolled and pursuing post-graduate diploma or short-
term certificate courses in law are not eligible to apply.
 

c.Students from any University/Department/Institute not
recognised by the Bar Council of India, to impart law degrees are
not eligible to apply. 

2. Team Composition: 
 

g. Any person, other than the registered team members, is not

eligible to avail facilities reserved for the student participants.

a. A team may consist of either two (2) or three (3) members.

b. A team of two members shall include two speakers only and one

of them shall act as a researcher for the purposes of Researcher’s

Test.

c. A team of three members shall include two speakers and one

researcher.

d. Only one team per institution is allowed to participate. 
we

e. All members of a team should belong to the same institution.

f. Any team, intending to change the team composition of the

team shall intimate the Governing Council by sending an e-mail at

mca@slsnagpur.edu.in
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3. Registration:  
 a. Provisional Registration: Universities interested in reserving a

slot for their team can provisionally register their university with

the Organizer through the given online form. Provisional

Registration can be done till January 4, 2023: 

https://forms.gle/FCsJYoXZJLxbCYJu7

b. Final Registration: After the Memorial Evaluation Rounds, all the

qualifying teams are required to complete the final registration for

the NHRC-SLS Nagpur National Moot Court Competition - 2024 on

or before 25th January 2024 via the online registration form:

https://forms.gle/vNDJX4y6Bfd53xWi8

c. Teams qualifying the Memorial Rounds have to pay a

registration fee of INR 5000/- for final registration via online bank

transfer, the details of which shall be intimated to the registering

universities post provisional registration. The online bank transfer

receipt must be attached to the Registration form.

https://forms.gle/FCsJYoXZJLxbCYJu7
https://forms.gle/vNDJX4y6Bfd53xWi8
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CHAPTER 3: 
MEMORIAL AND MEMORIAL

ROUNDS 
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 1.General

Each team shall research the domain of the moot problem and,

subject to Rules 1-5, Chapter III prepare a memorial from both sides,

namely, Petitioner/Appellant and respondent.

The memorial scores will contribute to deciding the selection of the

teams for the Oral Rounds.

2.Format of Memorial

All requirements have to be strictly followed. Non adherence to the

same will attract penalties as provided under the Rules.

The Written Submissions shall not contain any form of identification

apart from the team code. If any such identification or mark,

symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is found on

the written submission, then it shall result in instant disqualification

of the participating team.

The memorials shall contain all of, and only, the following heads,

namely-

a. Cover Page (It shall include the team code on the upper right-

hand corner, the name of the case, parties for whom written

submissions are made, the forum approached for dispute

resolution and the year. The cover page of the memorial on

behalf of the petitioner/appellant shall be in Blue, and the

respondent shall be in Red.)
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(b) Table of Contents

(c) List of Abbreviations

(d) Index of Authorities ( The Index of Authorities must list all the

authorities cited in the Written submission. The Index must

indicate the page numbers)

(e) Statement of Jurisdiction

(f) Statement of Facts (The Statement of Facts must contain a

concise statement of the relevant facts of the dispute. As far as

may be, the Statement of Facts should be limited to the

stipulated facts and legitimate inferences which can be drawn

from those facts. Argumentative facts are prohibited. Statement

of Facts shall not exceed 2 pages. Non-compliance will result in a

penalty of 1 mark for each exceeded page)

(g) Issues Raised

(h)Summary of Arguments (The Summary of Arguments should

contain a summary of the substance of the arguments, and

should not merely be a reproduction of the various headings and

subheadings of arguments. The Summary of Arguments shall not

exceed 2 pages. Non-compliance will result in a penalty of 1 mark

for each exceeded page)

(i) Arguments Advanced ( The Pleadings/Arguments Advanced

and Prayer must not exceed 25 pages. Non-compliance will result

in a penalty of 1 mark per exceeded page)

(j) Prayer

Non-compliance with respect to sections (a) to (h) and (j) will result in a
penalty of 1 mark for each missing section. Non-compliance with respect to
section (i) will result in the Written Submission not being considered for
evaluation at all.
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Team Code: The team code must be ascribed to the top right corner

of the cover page. The code must be succeeded by the side for which

the written submission is prepared. The teams must use “A” for

Appellant / P for “Petitioner” / D for “Defendant” / R for “Respondent.”

For example, in case the Team Code is 27, the team must write “TC-

27A” in case of written submission for Appellant and “TC-27R” in case

of written submission for Respondent. 

Margin: The Written submission must maintain an equal margin of 1

inch on all sides. Non-compliance will result in a penalty of 1 mark on

each side of Written Submissions.

Font, size and line spacing: The text font should be Times New

Roman, size 12 and must have 1.5 line spacing. Noncompliance will

result in a penalty of 0.5 marks per incorrect font, size and line

spacing format with a maximum of 2 marks per page of the Written

Submissions. 

Footnotes: The footnotes must be in font Times New Roman, size 10

and singly spaced. The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation (20th

Edition) should be followed in the written submission throughout.

Non-compliance will result in a penalty of 1 mark per page.

Substantive/Speaking footnotes are strictly prohibited. Non-

compliance will result in a penalty of 1 mark per substantive citation.

Header and Footer: The font used for the header/footer, if any, shall be

Times New Roman, size 10, 1 spacing. Noncompliance will result in a

penalty of 1 mark per page of the Written Submissions.

Page Limit: There is no maximum page limit on the Written

Submissions but the pleadings/Arguments Advanced shall be of a

maximum of 25 pages. No annexures, photographs, exhibits, etc.

should be added to the written submission.

Printing of Memorial Rounds: Since the University encourages eco-

friendly practices, it is mandated to print out your memorials on both

sides of the paper.  Participants are requested not to carry a hardcopy

compendium with them. The team has to submit the softcopy in pdf

format only to the organizers by February 5, 2024 on

memorials@slsnagpur,edu.in with subject : Compendium TC 27

NHRC SLS Nagpur NMCC 2024. 
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Each provisionally registered team shall submit one soft copy of

the memorials in PDF Format at memorials@slsnagpur.edu.in by

11:59 PM January 15, 2024. The memorial of both the sides should

be submitted together through one mail only. 

The name of the files shall be TC 27A/TC 27R (Subject of the mail:

TC 27 Memorial Submission - NHRC SLS Nagpur NMCC 2024) 

A Penalty Of 1 Mark Per Hour Per Side, Up To 24 Hours Past

Deadline, Shall Be Deducted In Case Of Delay In Submission Of

Soft Copy Of Written Submissions. 

A team submitting the soft copies 48 hours after the deadline

shall stand disqualified from the Competition, unless otherwise

expressly provided by the Organizers.

Teams that are subsequently selected for the oral rounds shall

bring with them 8 hard copies of each side of memorials for the

Oral rounds all of which shall be submitted to the Organizing

Committee at the time of On-Campus Registration. 

The hard copies of written submissions must be an exact replica of

the soft copies submitted to the Organizers. Any difference in the

same will result in disqualification from the Competition. 

Participating teams may also bring any number of extra copies of

the memorials to be used during the competition for their own

reference if they wish to do so.

The institute shall not be liable to provide the teams with any type

of assistance regarding the copies of memorials to be submitted.

3. Submission of Memorial:
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The administrating authority of the competition reserves the rights to disseminate

and produce the memorials as and when deemed necessary for the purpose of the

competition. Submission of the memorials will constitute the team’s consent to do

the same. The governing council will not take any responsibility for the mistakes

found in the final submission of the memorial.

A total of 20 teams out of the registered teams shall be selected

for the Oral Rounds purely based on the marks obtained by the

team in the Memorial Round.

Result of the Memorial Round shall be final and non-reviewable

on any grounds.

The Governing Council shall communicate the result of the

Memorial Round to each team.

The result so published shall include a list of 20 selected teams

and a waiting list of 5 additional teams.

The teams in the waiting list shall be allowed to participate only in

the occasion of withdrawal of a selected team from the

competition. Such information shall be brought to the notice of

the wait- listed team by the Governing Council in due time.

5. Memorial Rou nd:

The memorials shall be assessed out of 100 marks, by a team of experts

on the predetermined criterion, as specified here under: 

Clarity of Facts. (10 Marks) 

Use of Law. (25 Marks) 

Use of Authority/Precedents. (20 Marks) 

Arguments and Clarity of Thought. (25 Marks) 

Presentation. (10 Marks) 

Originality. (10 Marks) 

4. Assessment of Memorials: 
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The Researchers’ Test shall be conducted on 9th February 2024. 

Researchers from every team qualifying for the Oral Rounds shall

participate in the Researchers’ Test. 

In the case of a Two-member team, one of the Speakers shall act

as the researcher for this exercise. 

Participants are requested to write only the Team Code on the

question paper. 

 The Researchers’ Test shall be objective with the questions based

on the applicable law, precedents and facts pertaining to the Moot

Proposition. 

 The duration of the test shall be that of 30 minutes consisting of

30 Multiple Choice Questions. 

2 marks will be awarded for every correct answer. 

There will be a deduction of 1 mark for every wrong answer. 

No marks will be awarded or deducted for an unanswered

question. 

No additional material such as the bare text of Acts, Written

Submissions, etc. apart from stationery may be brought by the

participant to the test and no such material shall be provided by

the Organizers. 

The Winner of the Test shall be determined by the highest score

and will be awarded the Prize of The Best Researcher. 

The schedule for the same will be shared with the participating

teams well in advance. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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 General Procedure: 

The language to be used during the Oral Pleadings Rounds shall only be

English. 

The Competition shall consist of the following rounds: 

Preliminary Rounds I
Preliminary Rounds II
Quarter-Finals
Semi-Finals
Finals

During each of the above-mentioned rounds, the order in which the

teams shall present their arguments is as follows: 

Appellant/Petitioner Speaker 1;
Appellant/Petitioner Speaker 2:
Respondent Speaker 1;
Respondent Speaker 2;
Rebuttal: Appellant - Any one of the two Speakers;
Sur-rebuttal: Respondent - Any one of the two Speakers

Rebuttals shall be permitted only at the discretion of the Bench.

The Researcher shall not be permitted to address the Court during the

Oral Rounds. The Researcher may, however, be permitted to pass notes

to the Speakers at the Judges' discretion.

Teams are not permitted to raise issues in the Oral Rounds that have

not been submitted in the Written Submissions. 

Internet use is strictly prohibited during the Oral Rounds, subject to the

judges' discretion. The teams can use mobile phones, laptops, or any

other electronic gadgets without using the internet to show already

downloaded material, such as case laws and compendium. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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9. The decision of the Judges as to the marks allotted to each team shall

be final and binding. 

8. Participants may use their own bare acts, print outs and commentries

provided that anonymity is not violated during the Rounds. 

 Preliminary Rounds : 

1. A total of Twenty (20) Teams shall participate in the preliminary rounds. 

2. The rounds shall be conducted physically in various courtrooms in two

phases, Preliminary Round I and Preliminary Round II. 

3. Each Team shall argue once from each side allotted to them through Draw

of Lots which shall be notified to the teams shortly after the Inauguration

Ceremony. The Memorials of opposing teams will be made available to both

the teams and judges before the rounds accordingly.

4. In both the rounds, each team will be given 20 minutes to present their oral

pleadings and an additional 5 minutes shall be given for Rebuttal and Sur-

rebuttal each.

5. The speakers shall have the liberty to divide the time between them as they

see fit. However, each Speaker shall have to speak for a Minimum of Five (5)

minutes.

6. At the beginning of the preliminary rounds, the teams shall specify the time

distribution for their rebuttals of each team to the Court Room Master. The

rebuttal round shall be initiated once the Court Room Master informs the

team about the commencement of the time limit.

7. The commencement of sur-rebuttal round shall be informed to the teams

by the Court Room Master and the procedure will be same as that of the

rebuttal round. (As specified under rule 6).

8. The final score awarded to participating teams shall be a combination of

both the score awarded in Oral Rounds and the Scores awarded during

Memorial Evaluation. (70% Oral Rounds+30% Memorial Rounds).

9. Top 8 Teams shall qualify for the Quarter-Final Rounds on the basis of

abovementioned scores.

10. A team which has won both the Preliminary Rounds shall be given a

preference for qualification over a team which has higher final score. 

11. In case of a tie between two teams, Memorial Rounds scores shall be

considered. 
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 Quarter-Final Rounds : 

1. Top 8 teams from the Preliminary Rounds shall qualify for the Quarter-Final

Rounds. The Quarter-Final Rounds shall be Knock-Out Rounds.

2. Winning teams from each court room shall qualify for the Semi-Final

Rounds. Only Oral Rounds Scores shall be considered for evaluation.

3. In case of a Tie in the scores calculated, the team with the higher score in

the Memorials (Written Submission) shall proceed to the Semi-Final Rounds.

4. Each team will get a minimum of 30 minutes to argue from the allotted

side, including 5 minutes’ time that shall be reserved for Rebuttal and Sur-

rebuttal each.

5. The speakers shall have the liberty to divide the time between them as they

see. However, each speaker shall have to speak for a Minimum of Five (5)

minutes.

6. Rebuttals shall only be permitted to the Petitioner/Appellant and in no

circumstance whatsoever, shall the Respondent be allowed to spare any

separate time for Sur-rebuttal.

 Semi-Final Rounds : 

6. A time-extension for a maximum of 2 minutes may be granted to each team

at the discretion of the Judge.

1. The top four teams from the Quarter Final Round shall qualify for the Semi-

Final round.

2. A Draw of Lots shall be conducted to determine the pleading side for the

Semi-Final Rounds.

3. Each team will get a minimum of 40 minutes to argue, with an additional 5

minutes for Rebuttal and Sur-rebuttal each.

4. The speakers shall have the liberty to divide the time between them as they

see fit. However, each Speaker shall have to speak for a Minimum of Fifteen

(15) minutes.

5. Rebuttals shall only be permitted to the Petitioner/Appellant for (5) minutes

and the opportunity of the Sur-rebuttals shall be granted to the Respondent

only at the discretion of the Judge.
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 Final Round : 
1. The top two teams from the Semi Final Round shall qualify for the Final

round.

2. A Draw of Lots shall be conducted to determine the pleading side for the

Final Rounds.

3. Each team will get a minimum of 45 minutes to argue, with an additional 5

minutes for Rebuttal and Sur-rebuttal each.

4. The speakers shall have the liberty to divide the time between them as they

see fit. However, each Speaker shall have to speak for a Minimum of Eighteen

(18) minutes.

5. Rebuttals shall only be permitted to the Petitioner/Appellant for (5) minutes

and the opportunity for Sur-rebuttals shall be given to the Respondents only

at the discretion of the Judge.

6. A time-extension for a maximum of 2 minutes may be granted to each team

at the discretion of the Judge. 

 Assessment Criterion for Oral Pleadings : 

a. Knowledge of Facts. (20 Marks)
b. Application of Laws to Facts and Interpretation. (20 Marks)

c. Argumentative Skills. (20 Marks)
d. Clarity of Thought and Expression. (20 Marks)

e. Court Mannerisms. (10 Marks).
f. Response to Questions. (10 Marks).

 Rules for Qualification : 

1. The preliminary round shall be decided on the basis of allocation of a total of

100 marks; which includes 30 percent of the marks of memorial round and 70

percent of the marks of oral pleadings. Top 8 teams shall qualify from the

preliminary rounds to the Quarter Final Rounds on the basis of the same.

2. The Quarter Final Rounds shall also be Knock-Out Rounds. Average marks

obtained out of 100 in the oral pleadings will be the only decisive factor for

determining which team will qualify for the Semi-Final Round. In case of a tie

in the oral pleading marks, the memorial marks will determine the qualifying

team. Even then if the tie persists, the team with the highest individual score

will qualify for the Semi-Final Round. Four Teams shall proceed to the Semi-

Final Rounds.
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 Prizes and Awards : 

3. The Semi-Final Round shall also be Knock-Out Rounds. In the Semi-Final

Round average marks obtained in the oral pleadings out of 100 will be the

only decisive factor in determining which team has qualified for the Final

Round. In case of a tie in the oral pleading marks, the marks obtained in the

memorial round will determine the qualifying team. Even then if a tie persists,

the team with the highest individual score will be qualified for the Final

Rounds.

4. In the Final Round average marks obtained in the oral pleadings out of 100

will be the only decisive factor in determining the team that has won the

competition. In case of a tie in the oral pleading marks, the marks obtained in

the memorial round will determine the winner. Even then if a tie persists, the

team with the highest individual score will be declared as the winner of the

competition.

The following awards shall be awarded in the Competition:

1. Best Team: The Team winning the final round of the Competition shall be

given a trophy and prize of INR 40,000/- (Indian Rupees Forty Thousand Only).

2. Runners-Up: The runners-up team in the final round of the Competition

shall be given a trophy and a prize of INR 30,000/- (Indian Rupees Thirty

Thousand Only).

3. Best Speaker (Male & Female): The Male and Female speaker having the

highest score in the preliminary rounds shall be given a trophy and a prize of

INR 10,000/- each (Indian Rupees Ten Thousand Only) and one year access to

EBC Learning worth Rs. 14,500 each. 

4. Best Memorial (Applicant & Respondent): The team having the highest

written submission score from Applicant and Respondent side shall be given a

trophy and a prize of INR 10,000/- each (Indian Rupees Ten Thousand Only).

5. Best Researcher: The participant having the highest researcher's score shall

be given a trophy and a prize of INR 10,000/- (Indian Rupees Ten Thousand

Only) and one year access to EBC Learning worth Rs. 14,500. 

6. Certificate of participation shall be given to all the participating teams. 
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 Accomodation : 

1. The host institute will offer accommodation for the team starting from 9th

February, 2024 (Friday) from 12:00 PM until 12th February, 2024 (Monday) till

12:00 PM. 

Note: Teams staying before or after the period will have to pay INR 2800 per

day. 

2. Accommodation will exclusively be provided to the teams during this

specific timeframe. 

CHAPTER 6: 
FOOD & ACCOMMODATION 

 Food and Refreshments : 

1. The host institute will offer 3 meals viz. breakfast, lunch and dinner from 9th

February 2024.

2. The breakfast for 12th February, 2024 will also be included.

 Venue : 
The competition is going to be held in offline mode at Symbiosis Law School,

Nagpur - Symbiosis International University Nagpur Campus

 Address : 
Symbiosis International University, Mouza, Wathoda Layout, Nagpur,

Maharashtra 440008

Note: Teams can easily book cabs from railway station or airport to the

university, the organisers will not be providing any transport facility from the

station or airport to the university. 
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CHAPTER 7: 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

1. Participants are expected to behave in a dignified manner and not to

cause any inconvenience to the Organizers, the Judges of the

Competition or any of the other participants.

2. The Organizers reserves the right to take appropriate action for any

unethical, unprofessional or immoral conduct.

3. Facilities such as photocopying, library usage, internet connectivity,

etc. may be provided subject to the convenience of the Organizers and

will be informed to the teams closer to the commencement of the

Competition. Irrespective, participants are requested to make their own

arrangements for the same.

4. Administrator shall not be responsible for any loss of belongings of the

team during the Competition. 

5. Feedback for the participants if any shall be shared by the judges at

their own discretion and teams are not allowed to contact the judges in

reference of the same.

6. Any attempt to approach the framer of the moot problem or judges of

the competition, prior to the competition shall be met with strict

consequences.

 CORRESPONDENCE /CONTACT DATA : 

Any and all clarifications and queries regarding the Moot Proposition and

Rules & Regulations shall be sought only via e-mail to mca@slsnagpur.edu.in

Any other queries (other than the Moot Problem) may be directed to the

following persons: 

 Yash Garg (Student Convener) : 9193626255

Vedika Ranga (Student Conevener) : 9892901234

 Shouvik Dutta (Student Co-Convener) : 9711925935

 Kumar Yuvraj (Student Co-Convener) : 8002459042
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IMPORTANT DATES

NOVEMBER 10,
2023

Release of Moot Proposition
Provisional Registration Starts 1

JANUARY 4,
2023

JANUARY 17,
2024

Last Date for
Provisional Registration

Result of Memorial
Rounds

Inauguration
Researchers’ Test
Draw of lots

Last Date to Seek
Clarifications 3

5

7

2

Last Date for
Memorial Submission4JANUARY 15,

Last Date of Final
Registration6

Preliminary Round 1
Preliminary Round 2
Quarter Finals

8FEBRUARY 10,
2024

9
Semi-Final Rounds
The Final Round
Valedictory Ceremony

FEBRUARY 11,
2024

FEBRUARY 9,
2024

JANUARY 25,

JANUARY 5,
2024
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November 10, 2023
Release of Moot Proposition

Provisional Registration Starts

January 4, 2024 Last Date for Provisional
Registration

January 5, 2024 Last Date to seek clarifications

January 15, 2024 Last Date of Memorial Submission

January 17, 2024 Result of Memorial Rounds

January 25, 2024 Last Date of Final Registration

February 9, 2024
Inauguration

Researchers’ Test
Draw of lots

February 10, 2024
Preliminary Round 1
Preliminary Round 2

Quarter Finals

February 11, 2024
Semi-Final Rounds

The Final Round
Valedictory Ceremony
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